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                              Security Obsession Theory 

Written  by: Mrs. Dalia Muhammad Hawari 

The events of  11 September are the spark which was used by George W. 

Bush, the Junior in America to ignite the wick of his project of developing and 

reforming the Middle East by  the campaign of the initiative of the New 

Middle East and applying the  “Security Obsession” theory. It is the  vision  

through which the United States will control the world and the sources of  

petrol  in a developed  imperialistic  way which is encased  by seeking  

security and peace and spreading  democracy  in the Middle east which was 

confirmed through the  annual development report for the two years 2002, 

2003 which talked about backwardness , lack of freedom and corruption. 

So the United States adopted the idea of war against terrorism in what is 

called “ terrorism across continents.” It sheds the light on  the Middle East 

which came  to threaten the security of America under the pretext that it is 

the  womb from which  terrorism, crime and illegal immigration are born. So 

America spread  what is called the creative anarchy by creating 

circumstances for the eruption  of violence and war in all the areas so as to 

give the opportunity for the  United States, Israel and Britain  to draw the 

map of the Arab world anew in a way which suits its imperialistic ambitions. 

America began with Afghanistan  and fighting Usama Bi Laden the strategic 

enemy which was made by the United States in order to fight terrorism 

around the  world  so that it adopts fighting  terrorism around  the world, 

occupying Iraq in March 2003  through which  it aimed  to impose its 

hegemony on the  states of the area, to control the sources of petrol and to 

get rid of President Saddam Hussein at the hand of the Iraqi opposition. The 

occupation of Iraq by the United States represents  the most dangerous link 

in the scheme of hegemony over the  sources of international energy 

through  influencing the world economy in a way which supports  its 
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existence as a controlling power in the Middle East  and  as a supporting  

power for it in protecting the security of Israel in  exchange for  weakening  

the power of the Arab states  in front of it. 

So after  the invasion of Iraq by the United States of  America and Britain, 

Iraq  has not enjoyed security until our present time, this is   besides  dividing  

Iraq into  mini states to weaken Iraq  ( Sunni, Shi’ite  and Kurdish) and the 

Israeli support for the Kurds and  imbibing  hatred among them  and while  

occupying  them in fighting each other, the Americans enjoy the Iraqi petrol. 

This is in addition to toppling down  the Libyan  regime, getting rid of 

President Al-Qadhafi, the war which is going on in Syria  which is supposed  

to fall had it not been  the standing of Russia by the side  of the Syrian 

regime, and the war which is going on  between  the Huthies and  the regime 

of Abdallah Saleh which led to his assassination, and the threat of the 

Huthies for the Kingdom of Saudi  Arabia. As for the area of the Arabia Gulf , 

its security is tied to the petrol supplies  and for firmly controlling the Middle 

East area and strengthening and supporting  the existence of the state of 

Israel. It is in the interest of the American national security and for the 

protection of its interests, the states of the Arabian Gulf should be a secure 

area. 

In the Arab republic of Egypt  the plan of the United States did not  succeed . 

So the surprise for them  was that the army controls the state  and there are  

some  terrorist groups  which remain in Sinai. 

After finishing off with Al-Qa’ida organization as a strategic enemy  , and the 

failure of the United States  in convincing the international community with 

the reasons which led to occupying Iraq, it had to find a new strategic 

enemy. So  The Islamic State Organization, Da’ish (ISIS) appeared in the form 

of the “ Islamized terrorism.”  It is a Western making  to implant the idea of 

the need for security via  the media and transmitting the pictures of 

slaughtering , violence and methods of torturing people  in the Arab areas 

which  were seized by these extremist groups ,  carrying the picture of the 

new Islam to the world in the form of  the extremist and violent Islam  and 
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spreading hatred of Islam in the worst picture  in order to silence  the entire 

world about any American moves which will be directed against the Arab 

states, and making the security obsession  the axis of the world’s attention in 

order to give them the right to fight terrorism. 

So the security obsession theory is to make the world need security which 

will not be available except  by means of the United States of America. The 

one who wants security pays the price for buying it from the United States, 

let alone  the allegiance, obeying and interfering  in the internal and external 

affairs of these countries. 

There is  a security obsession which is linked  with Iran and nuclear arming  

and its role in supporting  the resistance  movements in Palestine, Syria and 

Lebanon. It is a message  to America that Iran is a main player in the area. 

This  led to threatening  main  hinges  of the American interests in the Gulf 

and Israel. This prompted  the United States  to the road of negotiations  

with Iran , containing it  and cooperating with it in lieu of recognizing it as  a 

great regional power in the area and taking into consideration its interests 

and its national security. 

As  for the Palestinian Question  and adopting the peace process between 

the Palestinian and the Israeli which  did not prove any success until now, all 

the mediations and initiatives were not applied on the real ground but they 

are like  gaining the time  to build settlements and  distracting the 

Palestinians by  internal reforms and supplying them with aids which come 

through the  American Congress and these aids are allocated  for fighting  

violence. The  majority of the  American Congress members  do not  have the 

least idea  about  Palestinian-Israeli conflict. So  no project  or agreement will 

be applied. What the Israelis and the Americans are seeking according to  a 

previously prepared scheme  is to cancel  the two-state project , declaring 

Jerusalem as the capital of Israel , annexing the  West Bank to the  Jordanian 

Kingdom , transforming the Palestinian security forces into  civilian police  

which follow it , making the Gaza Strip under the rule of the Arab Republic of 

Egypt  and transforming the Palestinian security forces into  a civilian police  
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which follow it. There is another scheme which, if it is implemented, the 

Palestinian Question will be liquidated for ever and this is annexing the Sinai 

Peninsula and declaring it as the State of Palestine. Thus the city of 

Jerusalem gets out  of the international equation and the Arab-Israeli 

conflict. 

The area of the Middle East  is before a big  structural and institutional  

transformation and a geographical transformation as well. It is imposed on 

the Middle East  by the United States. It is built on  the security obsession 

theory the purport of which is  distracting anything from the minds of the 

countries towards  fear and anxiety and insisting  on asking for the  security 

needs from the great countries in order to protect their own countries and to 

protect  their ruling regimes, as well as being a convincing reason to interfere 

in their internal affairs. By this, the United States will have succeeded in 

occupying the entire Middle East and guaranteed  not harming the security 

of Israel. 
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